Latin American Revolutions

1) In order of territory, which European nations controlled the most of Latin America prior to the 1800s revolutions?
   1 ___________________ 2 ___________________ 3 ___________________ 4 ___________________ 5 ___________________

2) Fill in the information identifying and describing the levels of the racial hierarchy in Spanish Colonies:
   i. ___________________ : ___________________
   ii. ___________________ : ___________________
   iii. ___________________ : ___________________
   iv. ___________________ : ___________________
   v. ___________________ : ___________________

3) How did the social hierarchy in Spanish colonies compare to that of French colonies? _______________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________________________

4) Who is Simon Bolivar? _________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________________________

5) Which nations did Bolivar personally work to liberate? ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

6) Follow along to fill in the information below…

HAITI: 1791-1804
   Independence from: FRANCE

Independence from: ________

Independence from: ________

Independence from: ________

Independence from: ________

Independence from: ________

Independence from: ________

Independence from: ________

Independence from: ________